APA Reference List Examples

PRINT BOOKS

Author last name, Initial(s). (Publication year). Title of book. Location: Publisher.

Editor last name, Initial(s). (Ed.). (Publication year). Title of book. Location: Publisher.

Author last name, Initial(s). (Publication year). Title of chapter. In Editor initial(s). Last name (Ed.), Title of book (pp. x-y). Location: Publisher.


E-BOOKS: use the URL of the online library’s home page OR the bookseller’s home page


Author last name, Initial(s). (Publication year). Title of chapter. In Editor initial(s). Last name (Ed.), Title of e-book (pp. x-y). Retrieved from http://www.url.com


ENTRIES FROM ONLINE DICTIONARIES AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS

Entry. (Date). In Editor initial(s). Last name (Ed.), Title of larger work. Retrieved from http://url.com

Author of entry’s last name, Initial(s). (Date). Entry. In Editor initial(s). Last name (Ed.), Title of larger work. Retrieved from http://url.com


REPORTS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS FROM AN ORGANIZATION’S WEBSITE

Author last name, Initial(s). (Publication date or n.d.). Title of document [Format if fact sheet, brochure, whitepaper, press release, policy brief]. Retrieved from Organization Name website:

http://www.documentURL.com


WEBSITES & SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

Note: Each page or post used from a website needs its own entry on your reference list.

Author last name, Initial(s). [Username]. (Publication date or n.d.). Title of page or post [Format if unique or non-routine]. Retrieved from Site Name if not part of URL http://www.fullURL.com

Organization Name. (Publication date or n.d.). Title of page or post [Format if unique or non-routine]. Retrieved from http://www.fullURL.com


1 See p.32-33 of APA Style Guide to Electronic References for examples of non-routine formats.
2 See p.32-33 of APA Style Guide to Electronic References for examples of non-routine formats.
FIGURES (photographs, illustrations, artwork, graphs)

Author last name, Initial(s). (Publication date or n.d.). *Title of work OR Description of work if untitled* [Image format]. Retrieved from http://www.URLofimage.com

Organization Name. (Publication date or n.d.). *Title of work OR Description of work if untitled* [Image format]. Retrieved from http://www.URLofimage.com

Author’s last name, Initial(s). (Publication date). Title of article. *Title of Journal, volume number*(issue number), page numbers. Retrieved from http://www.journalhomepage.com


TABLES (rows and columns of numbers)


Organization Name OR Author last name, Initial(s). (Publication date or n.d.). *Title of document* [Table]. Retrieved from http://www.documentURL.com


MAPS

Organization Name OR Author last name, Initial(s). (Cartographer). (Publication date or n.d.). *Title of map* [Map type]. Retrieved from www.URLofmap.com